CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
ACN 083 334 696
(RSA)
Update to Creditors
We refer to our appointment as Liquidators of RSA on 3 May 2018 and our Updates to Creditors dated
6 November 2018 and 3 February 2019 regarding the winding up of RSA. Set out below is a further update in
respect of the winding up.
Task

Update

Real property and other
recoveries to date

The Liquidators entered into a contract to sell RSA’s commercial property in
Williamstown, Victoria for $175,000 (excluding GST) on 4 March 2019. The
contract settled on 3 May 2019 and we confirm we have received the net
proceeds of $161,716 (GST exclusive and after costs and adjustments).
We have now realised all of RSA’s known physical assets for the benefit of
creditors. Gross asset realisations and other recoveries during the liquidation
to date are $810,335 (GST inclusive).

Unfair preference claims

We have engaged legal representation to assist us progress the following
unfair preference claims:




Australian Taxation Office (ATO):


We lodged a claim with the ATO for the repayment of the monies
that we consider were unfair preferential payments to the ATO, as
defined in the Corporations Act, totalling $590,746.



The ATO requested additional information in respect of the claim,
including further information regarding RSA’s loans, analysis of RSA’s
outstanding creditors and analysis of RSA’s cashflows to establish that
RSA was insolvent at the time of the payments.



We compiled the above information, including a detailed analysis of
RSA’s solvency at each date a payment was made to the ATO, and
issued our formal response to the ATO on 7 May 2019.

Freightliner Australia Pty Ltd (Freightliner):


We have completed our detailed investigations in respect of the
monies paid and assets transferred by RSA to Freightliner that we
consider were unfair preferential payments, as defined in the
Corporations Act, totalling $3.88m. This has included reviewing a
large volume of information and records regarding a long-running
dispute, including formal arbitration proceedings.



We have engaged legal representation to assist us with assessing and
finalising the claim against Freightliner. If successful, that claim could
materially enhance the return to creditors.



We will continue to work with our legal representatives to progress
the claim and continue to provide updates to RSA’s creditors.

We have provided high level comments in relation to both of these preference
claims to preserve legal professional privilege.
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Task

Update

Estimated time to
complete the liquidation

We estimate that it may take 12 to 18 months to complete the liquidation
from here. This estimate could change based on factors that include:

Cost of liquidation



whether the ATO settles the preference payment claims or if legal action is
required to recover the monies from the ATO;



the work required to progress the preference claims against Freightliner,
including any public examinations, legal and/or expert reports that may be
required; and



declaring a dividend and ruling on proofs of debt submitted by creditors.

On 17 May 2018, we provided creditors with an initial estimate of our
remuneration for the Liquidation of $180,000 (GST exclusive). This estimate
was based on the limited information available to us at that time, given our
appointment as Liquidators commenced on 3 May 2018.
Following our preliminary investigations as Liquidators, on 2 August 2018, we
revised our estimate for our total remuneration to $300,000 (GST exclusive) for
reasons including the following:


a better estimate of the work required to realise RSA’s specialised assets;



the extent of investigations required into RSA’s books and financial
records, which (at that time) indicated there may be claims to pursue;



assessing the appropriateness of certain creditor claims; and



the time required to finalise our investigations regarding voidable
transactions that might be recoverable for the benefit of creditors.

We advised creditors that our estimate may change depending on the
outcome of our investigations into potential preference payments and other
matters.
Since 2 August 2018, we have invested a significant amount of time to
complete detailed investigations into RSA’s affairs, including investigations to
progress the unfair preference claims against the ATO and Freightliner.
We have now determined that RSA has strong prospects of recovering
potentially significant amounts in relation to the two preference payment
recipients referred to above. Additional professional costs will be required to
advance those claims.
We now estimate that our total remuneration for the period from our
appointment up to 26 July 2019 will be $366,858 (GST exclusive), comprising:


$233,278 (GST exclusive) for the period 3 May 2018 to 2 November 2018.
This remuneration was previously approved by creditors and paid to the
Liquidators during 2018.



$4,222 (GST exclusive) for the period 8 October 2018 to
2 November 2018. We are requesting approval of this amount, which is
additional time charges invested by the Liquidators in excess of our
previous approval for this period.



$59,358 (GST exclusive) for the period 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019.
We are requesting approval for this amount in respect of our actual
remuneration incurred for this period.
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Task

Update

Cost of liquidation
(continued)



$70,000 (GST exclusive) for the period 27 April 2019 to 26 July 2019. We
are requesting approval for this amount of prospective remuneration over
the next three months, during which time we will advance the unfair
preference claims and report again to creditors regarding progress.

Please find enclosed a detailed Remuneration Approval Report, which provides
you with information to assist you to make an informed decision regarding the
approval of our proposed remuneration.
Our total remuneration for the entire Liquidation is difficult to estimate as it
depends on the outcome of our efforts to recover the preference payments
and the responses from those parties. We estimate our total remuneration for
the Liquidation may be $436,858 to $466,858. Further details regarding this
estimate are included in the attached Remuneration Approval Report.
Notices of Proposal

We have enclosed three Notices of Proposal for creditors to consider and, if
thought fit, approve the Liquidators’ remuneration as detailed above and in
our Remuneration Approval Report.
Please complete the notices and return each of them with any supporting
documents by no later than 4 June 2019 for your votes to be counted, by
email to pcashman@mcgrathnicol.com.
Your claim against RSA must be admitted by the Liquidators for the purposes
of voting for your vote to count. If you have not already done so, please
submit a proof of debt form and supporting documents. A list of proofs of
debt received to date is attached.

We propose to issue a further update to creditors within three months of the date of this report.
A further report may be required before then if we propose to enter any agreement (for example with lawyers) that
may extend for greater than three months and for which creditor approval is required.
If you have any queries, please contact Patrick Cashman on (07) 3333 9828. For further information about this
engagement, please refer to the website www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors/cimc-rolling-stock-australia-pty-ltd/.
Dated: 14 May 2019

Anthony Connelly

Liquidator
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Enclosures:
1

Notice of Proposal to Creditors #1

2

Notice of Proposal to Creditors #2

3

Notice of Proposal to Creditors #3

4

Remuneration Report

5

Proof of Debt (Form 535)

6

Proof of Debt Guidance Notes

7

ARITA Information Sheet – Approving remuneration of an external administrator

8

ARITA Proposals Information Sheet

9

ARITA Information Sheet – Offences, Recoverable Transactions & Insolvent Trading

10

List of Proofs of Debt received to date
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CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
ACN 083 334 696
(RSA)
Notice of Proposal to Creditors #1

Proposal for creditor approval
We are requesting approval of the following resolution to approve our remuneration:

“That additional remuneration of the Liquidators for the period 8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018, calculated at
hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 17 May 2018, is approved in the sum of $4,222,
exclusive of GST.”

Vote on proposal
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a
meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes

󠆤

I approve the proposal.

No

󠆤

I do not approve the proposal.

Object

󠆤

I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors.

Your claim against RSA must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to count.
Please select the option that applies:
󠆤

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents.

󠆤

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form.

Creditor details
Name of creditor: _______________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ______________________
󠆤

I am not a related creditor of RSA.

󠆤

I am a related creditor of RSA, relationship:

.

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of creditor/authorised person: __________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _____________________
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Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff. We
consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a meeting of
creditors will achieve the dual aims of:


allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we request
they approve; and



minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential
return to creditors from the Creditors Voluntary Liquidation.

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or a lesser
amount if there are insufficient funds available) from the bank account maintained by the Liquidators.
Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 June 2019 for your
vote to be counted, by email to pcashman@mcgrathnicol.com.
Completed forms may also be sent by mail to the following address, ensuring the forms are sent with sufficient time
to arrive by the date the vote closes:
CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
c/- McGrathNicol
GPO Box 9986
Brisbane QLD 4001
If you have any queries, please contact Patrick Cashman on (07) 3333 9828.
Dated: 14 May 2019

Anthony Connelly

Liquidator
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CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
ACN 083 334 696
(RSA)
Notice of Proposal to Creditors #2

Proposal for creditor approval
We are requesting approval of the following resolution to approve our remuneration:

“That the remuneration of the Liquidators for the period 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019, calculated at hourly
rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 17 May 2018, is determined in the sum of $59,358,
exclusive of GST.”

Vote on proposal
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a
meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes

󠆤

I approve the proposal.

No

󠆤

I do not approve the proposal.

Object

󠆤

I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors.

Your claim against RSA must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to count.
Please select the option that applies:
󠆤

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents.

󠆤

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form.

Creditor details
Name of creditor: _______________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ______________________
󠆤

I am not a related creditor of RSA.

󠆤

I am a related creditor of RSA, relationship:

.

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of creditor/authorised person: __________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _____________________
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Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff. We
consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a meeting of
creditors will achieve the dual aims of:


allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we request
they approve; and



minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential
return to creditors from the Creditors Voluntary Liquidation.

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or a lesser
amount if there are insufficient funds available) from the bank account maintained by the Liquidators.
Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 June 2019 for your
vote to be counted, by email to pcashman@mcgrathnicol.com.
Completed forms may also be sent by mail to the following address, ensuring the forms are sent with sufficient time
to arrive by the date the vote closes:
CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
c/- McGrathNicol
GPO Box 9986
Brisbane QLD 4001
If you have any queries, please contact Patrick Cashman on (07) 3333 9828.
Dated: 14 May 2019

Anthony Connelly

Liquidator
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CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
ACN 083 334 696
(RSA)
Notice of Proposal to Creditors #3

Proposal for creditor approval
We are requesting approval of the following resolution to approve our future remuneration:
“That the future remuneration of the Liquidators from 27 April 2019 to 26 July 2019 is determined at a sum equal

to the cost of time spent by the Liquidators and their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in
the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 17 May 2018, up to a capped amount of $70,000, exclusive of GST.”

Vote on proposal
Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a
meeting of creditors. If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.
Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below:
Yes

󠆤

I approve the proposal.

No

󠆤

I do not approve the proposal.

Object

󠆤

I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors.

Your claim against RSA must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to count.
Please select the option that applies:
󠆤

I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents.

󠆤

I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form.

Creditor details
Name of creditor: _______________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ______________________
󠆤

I am not a related creditor of RSA.

󠆤

I am a related creditor of RSA, relationship:

.

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of creditor/authorised person: __________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _____________________

1

Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed
This proposal will enable the Liquidators to be remunerated for the future work undertaken by us, our partners and
our staff, up to 26 July 2019.
We consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a meeting
of creditors will achieve the dual aims of:


allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we request
they approve; and



minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential
return to creditors from the Creditors Voluntary Liquidation.

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or a lesser
amount if there are insufficient funds available) from the bank account maintained by the Liquidators.
Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 June 2019 for your
vote to be counted, by email to pcashman@mcgrathnicol.com.
Completed forms may also be sent by mail to the following address, ensuring the forms are sent with sufficient time
to arrive by the date the vote closes:
CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
c/- McGrathNicol
GPO Box 9986
Brisbane QLD 4001
If you have any queries, please contact Patrick Cashman on (07) 3333 9828.
Dated: 14 May 2019

Anthony Connelly

Liquidator
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Remuneration Approval Report
CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)
ACN 083 334 696 (RSA)
14 May 2019

This remuneration approval report provides you with information to assist you to make an informed decision regarding the
approval of our proposed remuneration for undertaking the Liquidation of CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd
(In Liquidation) (RSA).
The report has the following information:
Declaration ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2
Executive Summary ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Remuneration................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Retrospective remuneration...................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Prospective remuneration .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 6
Estimated future remuneration ............................................................................................................................................................................... 8
Total remuneration reconciliation .......................................................................................................................................................................... 8
Likely impact on dividends ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 9
Remuneration recovered from external sources ............................................................................................................................................ 9
Disbursements ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 9
External disbursements ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 10
Summary of receipts and payments.................................................................................................................................................................. 10
Queries ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 11
Schedule A – Summary of receipts and payments ....................................................................................................................................................... 12
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Declaration
We, Anthony Norman Connelly and William James Harris of McGrathNicol, have undertaken a proper assessment
of this remuneration claim for our appointment as Liquidators of RSA in accordance with the law and applicable
professional standards. We are satisfied that the remuneration claimed is in respect of necessary work, properly
performed, or to be properly performed, in the conduct of this matter.

Executive Summary
To date, remuneration, as set out in the table below, has been approved and paid in this administration.
Past approval

Amount (ex GST)

Remuneration

233,278

This remuneration approval report details approval sought for the following remuneration and internal
disbursements (with a profit element):
Approvals sought

Report Reference

Amount (ex GST)

Remuneration
Retrospective

3.1

$63,580

Prospective*

3.2

$70,000

Total remuneration

$133,580

* Approval sought for future remuneration is based on an estimate of the work necessary to the next
reporting milestone in July 2019. Should additional work be necessary beyond what is contemplated, further
approval may be sought from creditors.
Please refer to the report section references detailed in the above table for full details of the calculation and
composition of the remuneration for which approval is sought.

Remuneration
Retrospective remuneration
We will request that the following resolutions be passed to approve our retrospective remuneration. Details to
support these resolutions are included further below.
Retrospective remuneration resolution

Appointment Type

Amount (ex GST)

Resolution 1: 8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018

Liquidation

$4,222

Resolution 2: 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019

Liquidation

$59,358

Total

$63,580

Resolution 1: 8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018

“That additional remuneration of the Liquidators for the period 8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018, calculated at
hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 17 May 2018, is approved in the sum of $4,222,
exclusive of GST.”
Resolution 2: 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019

“That the remuneration of the Liquidators for the period 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019, calculated at hourly
rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 17 May 2018, is determined in the sum of $59,358,
exclusive of GST.”
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We will withdraw funds from the administration account in respect of the Liquidators’ remuneration immediately
upon approval if funds are available. If funds are not available, we will withdraw funds progressively over time as
funds become available.
The tables set out on the following page summarises the time charged to each major task area by staff members
working on the Liquidation for the periods:


8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018, which is the basis of Resolution 1; and



3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019, which is the basis of Resolution 2.

More detailed descriptions of the tasks performed within each task area, matching the amounts below, are contained
further below.
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Resolution 1: 8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018
Task Area

$/hour
(ex GST)

Total
actual
hours

Hrs

$ ex GST

Anthony Connelly Appointee

610

0.6

366

-

-

0.50

305.00

-

-

-

-

0.10

61.00

Employee A

Director

560

1.5

840

-

-

1.30

728.00

-

-

-

-

0.20

112.00

Employee B

Accountant

290

10.4

3,016

0.30

87.00

1.30

377.00

0.80

232.00

7.90

2,291.00

0.10

29.00

12.5

4,222.00

0.30

87.00

3.10

1,410.00

0.80

232.00

7.90

2,291.00

0.40

202.00

Employee

Position

Total (ex GST)
Average hourly rate

Assets
Total ($)

Creditors

hrs

$

337.76

Employees

hrs

290.00

$

Investigation

hrs

454.84

$

Administration

hrs

290.00

$

290.00

505.00

Resolution 2: 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019
Task Area

$/hour
(ex GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total ($)

hrs

Hrs

$ ex GST

Anthony Connelly Appointee

610

8.5

5,185

0.90

549.00

1.20

732.00

-

-

6.30

3,843.00

0.10

61.00

Employee A

Director

560

59.4

33,264

3.00

1,680.00

4.00

2,240.00

-

-

51.70

28,952.00

0.70

392.00

Employee B

Accountant

290

Employee

Position

Total (ex GST)
Average hourly rate

72.1
140.0

Assets

Creditors
$

Employees

hrs

$

Investigation

hrs

$

hrs

Administration
$

20,909

3.00

870.00

4.10

1,189.00

2.30

667.00

58.20

16,878.00

4.50

1,305.00

59,358.00

6.90

3,099.00

9.30

4,161.00

2.30

667.00

116.20

49,673.00

5.30

1,758.00

423.99

449.13

447.42
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The below table sets out a detailed description of work undertaken on the Liquidation for the period 8 October 2018
to 2 November 2018, which is the basis of Resolution 1.
Resolution 1: 8 October 2018 to 2 November 2018
Task area

General description

Includes

Assets
0.3 hours
$87

Sale of Real Property

Liaised with agent regarding sale of property

Creditors
3.1 hours
$1,410

Creditor Enquiries, Requests
& Directions

Received and responded to creditor
enquiries
Compiled information requested by creditors

Creditor reports

Prepared Update to Creditors

Deal with proofs of debt
(POD)

Reviewed POD from claimant

Employees
0.8 hours
$232

Calculation of entitlements

Reviewed employee files and company’s
books and records
Reconciled superannuation accounts and
calculated amounts owed

Investigation
7.9 hours
$2,291

Conduct investigations

Reviewed company’s books and records
Reviewed specific transactions, including
employee expense claims

ATO preference claim

Drafted correspondence to the Australian
Taxation Office regarding unfair preference
claim

Insurance

Corresponded with insurer regarding initial
and ongoing insurance requirements

Administration
0.4 hours
$202

The below table sets out a detailed description of work undertaken on the Liquidation for the period
3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019, which is the basis of Resolution 2.
Resolution 2: 3 November 2018 to 26 April 2019
Task area

General description

Includes

Assets
6.9 hours
$3,099

Sale of Real Property

Reviewed offers for purchase of property
Liaised with agent and solicitors regarding
various contract and settlement issues
Attended solicitors to verify identity for
electronic settlement

Other Assets

Prepared notice of disclaimer for asset that
was not commercial to realise

Creditor Enquiries, Requests
& Directions

Received and responded to creditor
enquiries
Considered reasonableness of creditor
requests
Compiled information requested by creditors

Creditor reports

Prepared Update to Creditors

Deal with proofs of debt
(POD)

Reviewed PODs from claimants

Creditors
9.3 hours
$4,161
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Task area

General description

Includes

Employees
2.3 hours
$667

Calculation of entitlements

Reviewed employee files and company’s
books and records
Reconciled superannuation accounts and
calculate amounts owed

Investigation
116.20 hours
$49,673

Conduct investigations

Detailed reviewed of company’s books and
records, including searching electronic
emails, documents, records, financial
accounts and correspondence
Prepared comparative financial statements

ATO preference claim

Prepared brief to solicitors regarding ATO
preference claim
Liaised with solicitors regarding recovery
actions
Liaised with the ATO regarding request for
additional information
Prepared detailed solvency analysis,
including review of substantive number of
individual transactions and reconciliation of
MYOB accounts and other records

Freightliner Australia Pty
Ltd (Freightliner)
preference claim

Prepared brief to solicitors regarding
Freightliner preference claim
Detailed investigations of materials regarding
the dispute, the arbitration proceedings and
the settlement arrangements that led to the
transactions that are to be challenged
Liaised with solicitors regarding recovery
actions available

Document maintenance/file
review/checklist

Maintained physical and electronic
engagement file
Updated checklists

Insurance

Corresponded with insurer regarding
ongoing insurance requirements
Reviewed insurance policies

Bank account
administration

Performed bank account reconciliations
Liaised with bank regarding term deposit

ASIC forms

Prepared and lodged ASIC forms

ATO and other statutory
reporting

Prepared BASs

Planning/Review

Discussed status of external administration

Books and records /
storage

Dealt with records in storage
Retrieved job files from storage and returned
to storage

Administration
5.3 hours
$1,758

Prospective remuneration
We will request that the following resolution be passed to approve our prospective remuneration. Details to support
this resolution are included further below.
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Prospective remuneration resolution(s)

Appointment Type

Resolution 3: 27 April 2019 to 26 July 2019

Amount (ex GST)

Liquidation

$70,000

“That the future remuneration of the Liquidators from 27 April 2019 to 26 July 2019 is determined at a sum equal
to the cost of time spent by the Liquidators and their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed
in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 17 May 2018, up to a capped amount of $70,000, exclusive of GST.”
We will withdraw funds from the administration account in respect of the Liquidators’ remuneration progressively
over time as funds become available and only once it is incurred. If actual costs incurred are below the capped
amount, the Liquidators are only authorised to draw the amount incurred. If actual costs incurred exceed the
amount approved, the Liquidators will seek further approval from creditors.
The below table sets out the expected costs and a detailed description of the work by task area to be undertaken
on the Liquidation for the period 27 April 2019 to 26 July 2019, which is the basis of Resolution 3.
Resolution 3: 27 April 2019 to 26 July 2019
Task area

General description

Includes

Assets
$3,000

Sale of Real Property

Liaise with agent and solicitors
Attend to settlement tasks (settlement
occurred on 3 May 2019)

Creditors
$5,000

Creditor Enquiries, Requests
& Directions

Receive and respond to creditor enquiries
Compile information requested by creditors

Creditor reports

Prepare general reports to creditors

Deal with proofs of debt
(POD)

Receive PODs from claimants

Proposals to Creditors for
approval to enter into
arrangements as required
by the Corporations Act

Prepare proposal notices and voting forms
Forward notice of proposal to all known
creditors
Review votes and determine outcome of
proposal
Prepare and lodge proposal outcome with
ASIC

ATO preference claim

Liaise with ATO regarding status of
preference claim
Liaise with solicitors regarding further
actions, where applicable

Freightliner preference
claim

Liaise with solicitors regarding recovery
actions and further actions, where applicable
Liaise with Freightliner regarding preference
claim

Examinations (where
applicable)

Prepare brief to lawyer
Liaise with independent accountant
regarding solvency report, where applicable
Attend at examination
Review examination transcripts
Liaise with lawyers regarding outcome of
examinations and further actions available

ASIC reporting

Prepare report to ASIC under s533 of the

Investigation
$55,000

Corporations Act
Liaise with ASIC
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Task area

General description

Includes

Administration
$7,000

Document maintenance/file
review/checklist

Conduct six monthly file reviews
Maintain physical and electronic engagement
file
Update checklists

Insurance

Correspond with insurer regarding ongoing
insurance requirements

ASIC forms

Prepare and lodge ASIC forms, including
annual accounts for the Liquidation
Correspond with ASIC regarding statutory
forms

ATO and other statutory
reporting

Prepare BASs

Planning/Review

Discuss status of external administration

Books and records /
storage

Deal with records in storage
Send job files to storage

Total
$70,000

Estimated future remuneration
In preparing this report, our prospective remuneration approval is our best estimate at what we believe the
Liquidation will cost up to 26 July 2019. We estimate future remuneration after this date to the completion of the
Liquidation to be $70,000 to $100,000 (excluding GST). We will seek creditor approval for further remuneration
after 26 July 2019.

Total remuneration reconciliation
At this point in time we estimate that the total remuneration for the Liquidation may be $436,858 to $466,858
(GST exclusive), as shown in the table below. This is subject to the following variables, which may have a significant
effect on this estimate and that we are unable to determine as yet:


whether the ATO settles the preference payment claims or if legal action is required to recover the monies;



the work required to progress the preference claim against Freightliner, including any public examinations,
legal and/or expert reports that may be required; and



the time and cost required to rule on proofs of debt submitted by creditors.
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Remuneration type

Amount (ex GST)

Amount (ex GST)

Past remuneration approved (section 2)

$233,278

Current remuneration approval being sought:
Retrospective remuneration approval (section 3.1)

$63,580

Prospective remuneration approval (section 3.2)

$70,000

Estimated future remuneration (section 3.3)
Estimated total remuneration

$133,580
$70,000 to $100,000
$436,858 to $466,858

This differs to the estimate provided in our previous Remuneration Approval Report dated 2 August 2018, which
estimated remuneration of $300,000 (excluding GST), as a result of an increase in the estimated work required to
advance the preference claims against the ATO and Freightliner.
We have provided an explanation of the tasks that remain to be completed, including our estimated costs to
complete those tasks, to support our current remuneration approval request, at section 3.2 of this report.

Likely impact on dividends
It is both reasonable and appropriate for a professional service provider to be remunerated for their services. An
external administrator is entitled to be remunerated for necessary work that is properly performed. That work
generates the funds that may be recovered for the benefit of creditors and other stakeholders.
The impact of the approval of the external administrator’s remuneration is that the remuneration will then be paid
provided sufficient funds are generated to enable it to be paid. The remuneration will be paid from those funds
that are generated prior to the payment of most creditors in the external administration.
It is noted that funds would only be available to any stakeholder as a consequence of the work necessarily
undertaken by the external administrator.
If a dividend or distribution is to be paid to stakeholders, there is also necessary work that must be undertaken by
the external administrator to properly adjudicate on claims and distribute any available funds.

Remuneration recovered from external sources
The Liquidators have not recovered any remuneration from external sources or received any indemnities or up-front
payments.

Disbursements
Disbursements are paid for by McGrathNicol and are recovered from the Liquidation bank account.
Disbursements are divided into two types:


External disbursements- these are recovered at cost. Examples are travel, accommodation, postage,
advertising, couriers and search fees.



Internal disbursements – these disbursements are charged at a rate which recoups both fixed and variable
costs and may include an element of profit or advantage to the External Administrator or a related party
of the External Administrator. Examples are printing and data storage. The recovery of these costs must
be on a reasonable commercial basis. Details of the basis of recovery of each of these costs is discussed
below.
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We have undertaken a proper assessment of disbursements claimed for the Liquidation, in accordance with the law
and applicable professional standards. We are satisfied that the disbursements claimed are necessary and proper.

External disbursements
External disbursements are recovered at cost. Creditors are not required to approve these types of disbursements,
but details are provided to account to creditors, including the basis of charging for these types of disbursements.
Creditors are entitled to question the incurring of the disbursements and can challenge the disbursements in Court.
The following external disbursements have been paid by McGrathNicol and relate to the Liquidation. These amounts
have been reimbursed to McGrathNicol at cost from the Liquidation bank account:
External disbursements at cost for the period 3 May 2018 to 26 April 2019
Accommodation

Amount ($) (GST exclusive)
1,462.60

Advertising

71.00

Courier

356.92

Document storage

592.00

Flights

3,179.05

Local travel – taxis, parking and car hire

795.53

Postage

564.11

Searches

269.04

Staff per diem travel allowance* ($89 per day)**

623.00

Stationery

76.22

Total

7,989.47

* Payable when partners or staff are required for business purposes to stay away from their usual place of residence
overnight.
** These rates are deemed reasonable by the Australian Taxation Office.

Summary of receipts and payments
A summary of the receipts and payments for the Liquidation for the period 3 May 2018 to 26 April 2019 is included
at Schedule A to this report.
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Queries
If you have any queries regarding the information in this report, please contact Patrick Cashman on (07) 3333 9828.
You can also access information that may assist you on the following websites:


ARITA at www.arita.com.au/creditors



ASIC at www.asic.gov.au (search for “fees of insolvency practitioner”).

Dated: 14 May 2019

Anthony Connelly

Liquidator
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Schedule A – Summary of receipts and payments
Receipts and payments for the period 3 May 2018 to 26 April 2019
Description

Amount ($ including GST)

Receipts
Rental income

12,474.00

Pre-appointment debtor collections

28,595.55

GST received

17,052.00

Interest income

2,262.50

Sale of plant and equipment

129,890.00

Pre-appointment bank account

425,573.94

Refunds

1,987.45

Total receipts

617,835.44

Payments
Agent's fees

(2,719.81)

Liquidators' disbursements

(8,689.55)

Bank charges

(645.13)

Document storage

(600.79)

Liquidators' fees

(256,605.80)

Foreign exchange loss

(11,853.96)

GST paid

(11,872.00)

Insurance

(2,808.77)

Legal fees

(4,375.80)

Other professional disbursements

(604.44)

Repairs and maintenance

(370.00)

Storage fees

(1,959.10)

Valuation fee

(2,450.00)

Total payments

(305,555.15)

Net receipts (payments)

312,280.29

Note: these accounts were prepared up to 26 April 2019. The Williamstown real property was settled on 3 May 2019 and we
received gross settlement proceeds of $192,500 (GST inclusive and before costs and adjustments). This amount is not included
in the above table.
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Subregulation 5.6.49(2)

FORM 535
FORMAL PROOF OF DEBT OR CLAIM (GENERAL FORM)

CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd
(In Liquidation)
ACN 083 334 696
(RSA)

To the Liquidator of RSA
This is to state that RSA was on 3 May 2018 and still is, justly and truly indebted

1.

to
of
for $
Consideration
(state how the debt arose)

Date

2.

Remarks
(include details of voucher
substantiating payment)

Amount
$

To my knowledge or belief the creditor has not, nor has any person by the creditor's order, had or
received any satisfaction or security for the sum or any part of it except for the following:
Date

3.

Drawer

Acceptor

Amount $

Due Date

I am employed by the creditor and authorised in writing by the creditor to make this statement.
I am the creditor's agent authorised in writing to make this statement in writing.
I make this claim personally.

The debt was incurred for the consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief,
remains unpaid and unsatisfied.
4.

If you are a related party, state your relationship
I nominate to receive electronic notifications of documents in accordance with Section 600G
of the Corporations Act at the following email address:
Email:

Dated this

day of

Signature

Occupation
Address
Return email
(Attach documentation such as copies of invoices in support of your claims)

20

Proof of Debt
Guidance Notes
(Please read carefully before filling in Form 535 or Form 536)
It is a creditor’s responsibility to prove their claim to our satisfaction.
When lodging claims, creditors must ensure:


the proof of debt form is properly completed in every particular; and



evidence, as set out under “Information to support your claim”, is attached to the Form 535 or Form 536.

Directions for completion of a Proof of Debt
1.

Insert the full name and address of the creditor.

2.

Under “Consideration” state how the debt arose, for example “goods sold to the company on
______________________.”.

3.

Under “Remarks” include details of any documents that substantiate the debt (refer to the section “Information
to support your claim” below for further information).

4.

Where the space provided for a particular purpose is insufficient to contain all the information required for a
particular item, please attach additional information.

Information to support your claim
Please note that unless you provide evidence to support the existence of the debt, your debt is not likely to be
accepted. Detailed below are some examples of debts creditors may claim and a suggested list of documents that
should accompany a proof of debt to substantiate the debt.
Trade Creditors


Invoice(s) and statement(s) showing the amount of the debt; and



Advice(s) to pay outstanding invoice(s) (optional).

Guarantees/Indemnities


Executed guarantee/indemnity;



Notice of Demand served on the guarantor; and



Calculation of the amount outstanding under the guarantee.

Judgment Debt


Copy of the judgment; and



Documents/details to support the underlying debt as per other categories.

Deficiencies on Secured Debt


Security Documents (eg. mortgage);



Independent valuation of the secured portion of the debt (if not yet realised) or the basis of the creditor’s
estimated value of the security;



Calculation of the deficiency on the security; and



Details of income earned and expenses incurred by the secured creditor in respect of the secured asset since the
date of appointment.

Loans (Bank and Personal)


Executed loan agreement; and
1



Loan statements showing payments made, interest accruing and the amount outstanding as at the date of
appointment.

Tax Debts


Documentation that shows the assessment of debts, whether it is an actual debt or an estimate, and separate
amounts for the primary debt and any penalties.

Employee Debts


Basis of calculation of the debt;



Type of Claim (eg. wages, holiday pay, etc);



Correspondence relating to the debt being claimed; and



Contract of Employment (if any).

Leases


Copy of the lease; and



Statement showing amounts outstanding under the lease, differentiating between amounts outstanding at the
date of the appointment and any future monies.
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Information sheet: Approving remuneration of an
external administrator
If you are a creditor in a liquidation, voluntary administration or deed of company arrangement
you may be asked to approve the external administrator’s remuneration. An external
administrator can be a liquidator, voluntary administrator or deed administrator. The process for
approving the remuneration for each of these is the same.
This information sheet gives general information to help you understand the process of
approving an external administrator’s remuneration and your rights in this process. The following
topics are covered in this information sheet:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

About external administrations
External administrator’s remuneration and costs
Calculating remuneration
Information you will receive
Approving remuneration
Who may approve remuneration
Deciding if remuneration is reasonable
What can you do if you decide the remuneration is unreasonable?
Reimbursement of out of pocket costs
Queries and complaints
More information.

About external administrations
If a company goes into liquidation, voluntary administration or enters into a deed of company
arrangement, an independent person is appointed to oversee the administration. They are called
an external administrator and include a liquidator, voluntary administrator and deed
administrator, depending on the type of administration involved. In this information sheet they are
simply referred to as an external administrator.
The duties of an external administrator are specified in legislation and they must adhere to
certain standards while conducting the administration.
All external administrators are required by law to undertake certain tasks which may not benefit
creditors directly (e.g. investigating whether any offences have been committed and reporting to
the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC)).

External administrator’s remuneration and costs
External administrators are entitled to be paid for the necessary work they properly perform in
the administration.
An external administrator is entitled:
•
•
•

to be paid reasonable remuneration, for the work they perform, once this remuneration
has been approved,
to be paid for internal disbursements they incur in performing their role (these costs do
need approval), and
to be reimbursed for out-of-pocket costs incurred in performing their role (these costs do
not need approval).

ARITA
ACN 002 472 362

Level 5, 191 Clarence Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia | GPO Box 4340, Sydney NSW 2001
t +61 2 8004 4344 | e admin@arita.com.au | arita.com.au
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Common internal disbursements are stationery, photocopying and telephone costs.
Commonly reimbursed out-of-pocket costs include:
•
•
•
•
•

legal fees
a valuer’s, real administration agent’s and auctioneer’s fees
postage costs
retrieval costs for recovering the company’s computer records, and
storage costs for the company’s books and records.

Creditors have a direct interest in the amount of an external administrator’s remuneration and
costs, as these will generally be paid from the administration before any payments are made to
creditors.
Remuneration and internal disbursements must be approved in accordance with the
Corporations Act and Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) before it can be paid.
If there is a shortfall between the external administrator’s remuneration and the assets available
from the administration, in certain circumstances the external administrator may arrange for a
third party to pay the shortfall. As a creditor, you will be provided details of any such
arrangement.
If there are not enough assets to pay the external administrator’s remuneration and costs, and
there is no third party payment arrangement, the external administrator remains unpaid.

Calculating remuneration
An external administrator may calculate their remuneration using one (or a combination) of a
number of methods, such as:
•
•
•
•

on the basis of time spent working on the administration, according to hourly rates
a quoted fixed fee, based on an estimate of the costs
a percentage (usually of asset realisations), or
a contingent basis on a particular outcome being achieved.

Charging on the basis of time spent is the most common method used. External administrators
have a set of hourly rates that they will seek to charge. These rates are set to reflect the
seniority, skills and experience of staff and, where applicable, the complexity and risks of the
bankruptcy. They cover staff costs and overheads.
If remuneration is being charged on a time basis, the external administrator must keep time
sheets noting the number of hours spent on the tasks performed.
Creditors have a right to question the external administrator about the remuneration and the
rates to be charged. They also have a right to question the external administrator about the fee
calculation method used and how the calculation was made. The external administrator must
justify why the chosen fee calculation method is appropriate for the administration.

Information you will receive
There are different types of remuneration reports that you may receive during the course of an
external administration. The following table details the reports and when you might receive them.
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Document

Information it contains

When you will receive it

Initial
Remuneration
Notice (IRN)

•

A brief explanation of the types of methods
that may be used to calculate fees.
The external administrator’s chosen fee
calculation method(s) and why it is
appropriate.
Details of the external administrator’s rates,
including hourly rates if time spent basis is
used.
An estimate of the external administrator’s
remuneration.
The method that will be used to calculate
disbursements.

Voluntary Administration –
with the notice of first
meeting.

A summary description of the major tasks
performed, or likely to be performed.
The costs associated with each of those
major tasks and the method of calculation.
The periods at which the external
administrator proposes to withdraw funds
from the administration for remuneration.
An estimated total amount, or range of total
amounts, of the external administrator’s
remuneration.
An explanation of the likely impact of that
remuneration on the dividends (if any) to
creditors.
Where internal disbursements are being
claimed, the external administrator will
report to creditors on the amount and
method of calculation of these
disbursements.

Sent at the same time as:

•
•
•
•

Remuneration
Approval
Report (RAR)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Creditors’ voluntary
liquidation – within 10
business days of
appointment.
Court liquidation – within
20 business days of
appointment.

•

•

the notice to creditors
of the meeting at which
approval of
remuneration will be
sought; or
the notice to creditors
of the proposal without
a meeting by which
approval of
remuneration will be
sought

If approval of remuneration
is not being sought, a RAR
will not be provided.

Approving remuneration
The meeting of creditors (or committee of inspection) gives a chance for those participating to
ask questions about the external administrator’s remuneration. Fees are then approved by a vote
of the creditors. Alternatively, the external administrator may seek approval of remuneration via a
proposal without a meeting. Whichever method is used, the external administrator must provide
the same report to creditors about their remuneration (Remuneration Approval Report).
Creditors may be asked to approve remuneration for work already performed and/or
remuneration estimate for work not yet carried out. If the work is yet to be carried out, the
external administrator must set a maximum limit (cap) on the future remuneration approval. For
example, ‘future remuneration is approved, calculated on hours worked at the rates charged (as
set out in the provided rate scale) up to a cap of $X’.
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If the remuneration for work done then exceeds this figure, the external administrator will have to
ask the creditors to approve a further amount of remuneration, after accounting for the amount
already incurred.
If an external administrator can’t get the creditors’ approval, an application can be made to the
Court to determine their remuneration.
When there are limited funds available in the administration, or the external administrator’s
remuneration is below a statutory threshold, an external administrator is entitled to draw a oneoff amount of up to that threshold plus GST, without creditor approval. This amount is currently
$5,000 (indexed).

Who may approve remuneration?
Committee of inspection approval
A committee of inspection will generally only be established where there are a large number of
creditors and/or complex matters which make having a committee desirable. Committee
members are chosen by a vote of all creditors and work with the external administrator to
represent the creditors’ interests.
If there is a committee, the external administrator will ask it to approve the remuneration. A
committee makes its decision by a majority in number of its members present in person at a
meeting, but it can only vote if a majority of its members attend.
In approving the remuneration, it is important that committee members understand that they
represent all the creditors, not just their own individual interests.
Creditors’ approval
Creditors approve remuneration by passing a resolution at a creditors’ meeting. Creditors may
vote according to their individual interests.
To approve an external administrator’s remuneration, a resolution is put to the meeting to be
decided on the voices or by a ‘poll’ (if requested by the external administrator or a person
participating and entitled to vote at the meeting). A poll requires a count of each vote and its
value to be taken and recorded for each creditor present and voting.
A proxy is a document whereby a creditor appoints someone else to represent them at a
creditors’ meeting and to vote on their behalf. A proxy can be either a general proxy or a special
proxy. A general proxy allows the person holding the proxy to vote how they want on a
resolution, while a special proxy directs the proxy holder to vote in a particular way.
A creditor will sometimes appoint the external administrator as a proxy to vote on the creditor’s
behalf. An external administrator is only able to vote on remuneration if they hold a special proxy.
There are provisions for a resolution to be passed by creditors without a meeting. This still
requires a majority in value and number of creditors voting to vote in favour of the resolution.
Creditors representing at least 25% in value of those responding to the external administrator’s
proposal can object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors.
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Deciding if remuneration is reasonable
If you are asked to approve an external administrator’s remuneration, your task is to decide if the
amount of remuneration is reasonable, given the work carried out in the administration and the
results of that work.
You may find the following information from the external administrator useful in deciding if the
remuneration claimed is reasonable:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the method used to calculate remuneration
the major tasks that have been performed, or are likely to be performed, for the
remuneration
the remuneration/estimated remuneration (as applicable) for each of the major tasks
the size and complexity (or otherwise) of the administration
the amount of remuneration (if any) that has previously been approved
if the remuneration is calculated, in whole or in part, on a time basis:
o the period over which the work was, or is likely to be performed
o if the remuneration is for work that has already been carried out, the time spent by
each level of staff on each of the major tasks
o if the remuneration is for work that is yet to be carried out, whether the
remuneration is capped.

ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice (‘the Code’) outlines the steps external administrators
should take to make sure they fulfil their responsibilities to creditors when asking creditors to
approve remuneration, including when those creditors are acting in their capacity as committee
members. The Code is available on the ARITA website at www.arita.com.au.
If you need more information about remuneration than is provided in the external administrator’s
report, you should let them know before the meeting at which remuneration will be voted on.

What can you do if you think the remuneration is unreasonable?
If you think the remuneration being claimed is unreasonable, you should raise your concerns with
the external administrator. It is your decision whether to vote in favour of, or against, a resolution
to approve remuneration. You may also choose to not vote on the resolution (abstain).
You also have the power to put a resolution to the meeting. For example, you could put forward a
resolution to change the way the external administrator charges for remuneration, or the periods
at which the external administrator may withdraw funds. Any amending resolution must occur
before the vote being taken on the resolution to approve remuneration. If the amended proposal
is passed, the resolution is binding on the external administrator. However, such an amendment
may result in the external administrator seeking to be replaced by another external administrator.
If the external administrator is seeking approval of remuneration via a resolution without a
meeting and more than 25% in value of the creditors responding object using the form provided
by the external administrator, the proposal will not pass. If the external administrator wants the
proposal passed, a meeting will need to be convened and any creditor entitled to participate in
the meeting has the right, before the vote is taken, to put a resolution to the meeting as
mentioned above.
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A creditor may apply to Court for a review of an external administrator’s remuneration. Creditors
also have the power to appoint, by resolution, a reviewing liquidator to review any remuneration
approved within the six months and any disbursements incurred in the 12 months before the
reviewing liquidator’s appointment. The cost of a reviewing liquidator is paid from the assets of
the external administration. An individual creditor may also appoint a reviewing liquidator with the
external administrator’s consent. An individual creditor seeking the appointment of a reviewing
liquidator must pay the cost of the reviewing liquidator.

Reimbursement of out-of-pocket costs
An external administrator should be very careful incurring costs that must be paid from the
administration; as careful as if they were incurring the expenses on their own behalf. Their report
on remuneration sent to creditors must also include information on the out-of-pocket costs of the
administration (disbursements).
Where these out-of-pocket costs are internal disbursements paid to the external administrator’s
firm (for example photocopying and phone calls) the external administrator must request creditor
approval of these amounts. The external administrator may also ask for approval of internal
disbursements in advance. If they do so, they will set the rates for those disbursements and a
cap on the maximum amount that can be drawn.
If you have questions about any of these costs, you should ask the external administrator and, if
necessary, bring it up at a creditors’ or committee meeting. If you are still concerned, you have
the right to seek the appointment of a reviewing liquidator (refer above).

Queries and complaints
You should first raise any queries or complaints with the external administrator or their firm.
If this fails to resolve your concerns, including any concerns about their conduct, you can lodge a
complaint with ARITA at www.arita.com.au or with ASIC at www.asic.gov.au. ARITA is only able
to deal with complaints in respect of their members.

More information
The ARITA website contains the ARITA Code of Professional Practice which is applicable to all
its members. ARITA also provides general information to assist creditors at
www.arita.com.au/creditors.
ASIC includes information on its website which may assist creditors. Go to www.asic.gov.au and
search for ‘insolvency information sheets’.

Important note: This information sheet contains a summary of basic information on the topic. It is not a substitute for
legal advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or qualifications. This document
may not contain all of the information about the law or the exceptions and qualifications that are relevant to your
circumstances.
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Information sheet: Proposals without meetings
You may be a creditor in a liquidation, voluntary administration or deed of company arrangement
(collectively referred to as an external administration).
You have been asked by the liquidator, voluntary administrator or deed administrator (collectively
referred to as an external administrator) to consider passing a proposal without a meeting.
This information sheet is to assist you with understanding what a proposal without a meeting is and
what your rights as a creditor are.

What is a proposal without a meeting?
Meetings of creditors were previously the only way that external administrators could obtain the views
of the body of creditors. However, meetings can be very expensive to hold.
A proposal without a meeting is a cost effective way for the external administrator to obtain the consent
of creditors to a particular course of action.

What types of proposals can be put to creditors?
The external administrator is able to put a range of proposals to creditors by giving notice in writing to
the creditors. There is a restriction under the law that each notice can only contain a single proposal.
However, the external administrator can send more than one notice at any single time.

What information must the notice contain?
The notice must:
•
•

•

include a statement of the reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors
if it is passed
invite the creditor to either:
o vote yes or no to the proposal, or
o object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting, and
specify a period of at least 15 business days for replies to be received by the external
administrator.

If you wish to vote or object, you will also need to lodge a Proof of Debt (POD) to substantiate your
claim in the external administration. The external administrator will provide you with a POD to complete.
You should ensure that you also provide documentation to support your claim.
If you have already lodged a POD in this external administration, you do not need to lodge another one.
The external administrator must also provide you with enough information for you to be able to make an
informed decision on how to cast your vote on the proposal. With some types of proposals, the law or
ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice sets requirements for the information that you must be provided.
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For example, if the external administrator is asking you to approve remuneration, you will be provided
with a Remuneration Approval Report, which will provide you with detailed information about how the
external administrator’s remuneration for undertaking the external administration has been calculated.

What are your options if you are asked to vote on a proposal without a meeting?
You can choose to vote yes, no or object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting.

How is a resolution passed?
A resolution will be passed if more than 50% in number and 50% in value (of those creditors who did
vote) voted in favour of the proposal, but only so long as not more than 25% in value objected to the
proposal being resolved without a meeting.

What happens if the proposal doesn’t pass?
If the proposal doesn’t pass and an objection is not received, the external administrator can choose to
amend the proposal and ask creditors to consider it again or the external administrator can choose to
hold a meeting of creditors to consider the proposal.
The external administrator may also be able to go to Court to seek approval.

What happens if I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting?
If more than 25% in value of creditors responding to the proposal object to the proposal being resolved
without a meeting, the proposal will not pass even if the required majority vote yes. The external
administrator will also be unable to put the proposal to creditors again without a meeting.
You should be aware that if you choose to object, there will be additional costs associated with
convening a meeting of creditors or the external administrator seeking the approval of the Court. This
cost will normally be paid from the available assets in the external administration.
This is an important power and you should ensure that it is used appropriately.

Where can I get more information?
The Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA) provides information to
assist creditors with understanding external administrations and insolvency.
This information is available from ARITA’s website at artia.com.au/creditors.
ASIC also provides information sheets on a range of insolvency topics. These information sheets can
be accessed on ASIC’s website at asic.gov.au (search for “insolvency information sheets”).
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Creditor Information Sheet
Offences, Recoverable Transactions and
Insolvent Trading
Offences
A summary of offences under the Corporations Act that may be identified by the administrator:
180

Failure by company officers to exercise a reasonable degree of care and diligence in the exercise
of their powers and the discharge of their duties.
Failure to act in good faith.
Making improper use of their position as an officer or employee, to gain, directly or indirectly, an
advantage.
Making improper use of information acquired by virtue of the officer’s position.
Reckless or intentional dishonesty in failing to exercise duties in good faith for a proper purpose.
Use of position or information dishonestly to gain advantage or cause detriment. This can be a
criminal offence.
Performing or exercising a function or power as an officer while a company is under administration.
Contravening a court order against taking part in the management of a corporation.
Taking part in the management of corporation while being an insolvent, for example, while
bankrupt.
Acting as a director or promoter or taking part in the management of a company within five years
after conviction or imprisonment for various offences.
Dishonest failure to observe requirements on making loans to directors or related companies.
Paying dividends except out of profits.
Failure to keep proper accounting records.
Obstruction of an auditor.
Failure to comply with requirements for the preparation of financial statements.
Unauthorised dealing with company's property during administration.
Failure by directors to assist administrator, deliver records and provide information.
Failure to deliver up books and records to the administrator.
Failure to disclose property, concealed or removed property, concealed a debt due to the
company, altered books of the company, fraudulently obtained credit on behalf of the company,
material omission from Report as to Affairs or false representation to creditors.

181
182
183
184

198G
206A
206A, B
206A, B
209(3)
254T
286
312
314-7
437D(5)
438B(4)
438C(5)
590

Recoverable Transactions
Preferences
A preference is a transaction, such as a payment by the company to a creditor, in which the creditor receiving the
payment is preferred over the general body of creditors. The relevant period for the payment commences six
months before the commencement of the liquidation. The company must have been insolvent at the time of the
transaction, or become insolvent because of the transaction.
Where a creditor receives a preference, the payment is voidable as against a liquidator and is liable to be paid back
to the liquidator subject to the creditor being able to successfully maintain any of the defences available to the
creditor under the Corporations Act.

Uncommercial Transaction
An uncommercial transaction is one that it may be expected that a reasonable person in the company's
circumstances would not have entered into, having regard to:
•
•
•

the benefit or detriment to the company;
the respective benefits to other parties; and,
any other relevant matter.
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To be voidable, an uncommercial transaction must have occurred during the two years before the liquidation.
However, if a related entity is a party to the transaction, the period is four years and if the intention of the
transaction is to defeat creditors, the period is ten years.
The company must have been insolvent at the time of the transaction, or become insolvent because of the
transaction.

Unfair Loan
A loan is unfair if and only if the interest was extortionate when the loan was made or has since become
extortionate. There is no time limit on unfair loans – they only must be entered into before the winding up began.

Arrangements to avoid employee entitlements
If an employee suffers loss because a person (including a director) enters into an arrangement or transaction to
avoid the payment of employee entitlements, the liquidator or the employee may seek to recover compensation
from that person. It will only be necessary to satisfy the court that there was a breach on the balance of
probabilities. There is no time limit on when the transaction occurred.

Unreasonable payments to directors
Liquidators have the power to reclaim ‘unreasonable payments’ made to directors by companies prior to liquidation.
The provision relates to payments made to or on behalf of a director or close associate of a director. The
transaction must have been unreasonable, and have been entered into during the 4 years leading up to a
company's liquidation, regardless of its solvency at the time the transaction occurred.

Voidable charges
Certain charges over company property are voidable by a liquidator:
•
•
•

circulating security interest created within six months of the liquidation, unless it secures a subsequent
advance;
unregistered security interests;
security interests in favour of related parties who attempt to enforce the security within six months of its
creation.

Insolvent trading
In the following circumstances, directors may be personally liable for insolvent trading by the company:
•
•
•
•
•

a person is a director at the time a company incurs a debt;
the company is insolvent at the time of incurring the debt or becomes insolvent because of incurring the debt;
at the time the debt was incurred, there were reasonable grounds to suspect that the company was insolvent;
the director was aware such grounds for suspicion existed; and
a reasonable person in a like position would have been so aware.

The law provides that the liquidator, and in certain circumstances the creditor who suffered the loss, may recover
from the director, an amount equal to the loss or damage suffered. Similar provisions exist to pursue holding
companies for debts incurred by their subsidiaries.
A defence is available under the law where the director can establish:
•
•
•

there were reasonable grounds to expect that the company was solvent and they did so expect;
they did not take part in management for illness or some other good reason; or
they took all reasonable steps to prevent the company incurring the debt.

The proceeds of any recovery for insolvent trading by a liquidator are available for distribution to the unsecured
creditors before the secured creditors.

Important note: This information sheet contains a summary of basic information on the topic. It is not a substitute for legal
advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or qualifications. This document may not contain
all of the information about the law or the exceptions and qualifications that are relevant to your circumstances.
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CIMC Rolling Stock Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) - Proofs of debt received as at 9 May 2019
Creditor
Department of Jobs and Small Business
Creditor Name Withheld
AR Ball Rolling Stock Maintenance Pty Ltd
CFMC Management Company Pty Ltd
Charm Beat Enterprises Limited
China International Marine Containers (Hong Kong) Limited
Complete Voice & Data Pty Ltd
Holdco Holdings Pty Ltd
Hunter Premium Funding Limited
RJ & RA Altman Engineering Pty Ltd
Spliethoff Transport BV
Telstra
Tongling Original Creation Vehicle Equipment Co., Ltd

D14.5-190507-CIMCROL01-Creditor listing-PC

Proof of debt ($)
74,884.57
101,402.88
35,062.50
1,327,332.01
56,830.40
3,889,486.45
6,825.94
1,691.94
22,979.79
535.20
20,154.33
122.35
2,150,944.79

